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The state of ESG reporting
& performance
COVID-19 has fired a warning shot for the next, unprecedented crisis climate change.

In response, organizations including investors, corporations, financial institutions and governments
are making commitments and pulling the levers at their disposal - both within their operations, and
throughout their sphere of influence.

Amongst our existing client base, and across the broader market,
we are observing:

• More companies than ever have pledged decarbonization targets.
• More companies plan to engage suppliers to reduce their emissions (Scope 3).
• More investor scrutiny on ESG data.
• In turn, stakeholders are increasingly focused on validating these disclosures and commitments.

There’s finally consensus that transparent, quality ESG reporting is critical
to assess and disclose performance as we transition to a low carbon future.
Though all ESG metrics are important - the ‘E’ presents the biggest existential threat. It is the most
technically challenging to measure and improve, and it’s the area where technology is most needed.
In partnership with Energy + Environmental Leader, we recently conducted a survey to take a deep
dive into how organizations are approaching ESG reporting, their key priorities and pain points, and
what strategies they are using to move beyond measurement and reporting, to emission reduction.
In this report, we reveal the findings from this survey and explore how sustainability performance
management software, like Envizi, paired with proven best practices can remediate these challenges.

The state of ESG reporting & performance
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About the study & key findings
The study received a total of 96 responses. Nearly 60% of the respondents are employed Sustainability and
ESG professionals, mostly from the US and Canada. Respondents came from a variety of industries, with the
majority from the manufacturing, commercial real estate, and financial services sectors:

Job Function Breakdown

Job Function Breakdown

Industry Vertical Breakdown

Industry Vertical Breakdown

Finance/Accounting/Procurement 3%

Telecommunications 2%
Mining 2%
Logistics 2%
Healthcare 2%

Engineering & Operations 5%
Energy/Utility Manager 9%

Energy 2%

Manufacturing 27%

Utilities 4%

C-Suite & Executive 9%

Government 4%

Education 4%

Sustainability/ESG 59%
Professional Services 9%

Other 12%

Commercial Real Estate 18%

Financial Services 18%
/

/

Key Findings:
Given the market momentum, it was unsurprising that 85% of respondents have made, or are actively
considering making, a decarbonization pledge. What did surprise us was that despite these commitments
and rising stakeholder demand for accurate, auditable ESG data, almost half of respondents feel they are
just getting started on ESG reporting with over 60% reporting that they are still using spreadsheets to store
and organize their data. This suggests the pressure to produce consistent finance-grade data for reporting is
weighing heavily on organizations in our study group.
This insight is supported by the finding that over 65% of survey respondents reported that they are still
struggling with the perennial problem of data capture; half are finding reporting to multiple reporting
frameworks challenging and 40% find it impossible to ensure traceability of data for the purposes of audit.
The insight that surprised and delighted us most was that 75% of respondents indicated that responsibility
for both reporting and emission performance improvement is within the remit of the same team. This bodes
very well for the next stage of the decarbonization journey for organizations, which is how to move beyond
reporting to performance improvement. Regarding performance improvement, it was pleasing to see that
80% of respondents cited operational energy efficiency as a key initiative in their decarbonization journey
Above is just a subset of the interesting findings from the survey. The following pages will dive even deeper
into these insights among others and provide helpful tips and best practices along the way.

About the study & key findings
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Part 1

How organizations are
currently approaching
ESG reporting
The world of environmental, social and governance metrics and ratings is on an incredible trajectory.
Largely in response to rising investor interest, growing numbers of organizations are focusing their
attention on ESG metrics.
As a result, ESG has moved from the margins to the mainstream. Now more than ever before,
companies are expected to report their ESG performance. Failure to take ESG risks seriously could
result in a range of negative impacts for firms stretching from shareholder action at Annual General
Meetings to exclusion or divestment from asset managers. Given this increased focus on reporting,
we sought to take a pulse on how ESG reporting is being tackled by our survey respondents. This
section outlines those findings.

Part 1: How organizations are currently approaching ESG reporting
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Commitments and pledges are getting serious...
ESG Commitment Level Across Industry

ESG Commitment Level of Across Industry

No Commitment 16%

Single or Multiple Commitment
49%

Considering Commitment 35%

/

SURVEY FINDING

Respondents are committed
to decarbonization. 84%
of respondents indicated
that they have made, or are
actively considering making,
a decarbonization pledge.

Commitments and pledges are getting serious...

As anticipated, we found that half of
the organizations surveyed have made
single or multiple decarbonization
commitments. This finding remained
true across all industries surveyed.
And among the remaining responses,
35% are actively considering making
a commitment.
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Best practices for making
a commitment or pledge
For organizations who have not yet set a decarbonization target but wish to make one there are
three dimensions to consider:

1.
2.
3.

The range of emissions sources and activities you wish to include
The timeline you are able to comply with
How you plan to achieve the target

Understanding what you are committing to before you commit

Once you have narrowed down the options based on the three dimensions above, take the time
to ensure you understand the technical criteria associated with each option on your short list; for
instance, some pledge platforms allow for the use of green energy already on the grid, whereas
others do not.

Ensuring you can access the data you need

Signing up to a commitment when you have no way of accessing the data required to measure
progress toward your goal happens more often than you’d think and can be the source of many
headaches. Before any commitments are made, it’s important to understand what data types you
will need, and the level of granularity required.

Setting an emissions baseline

When it comes to the E in ESG reporting, the first critical step is step is to determine your baseline.
All reporting frameworks require organizations to draw a clear line in the sand against which to
measure progress. This baseline, or existing carbon footprint, is the marker against which all future
improvements will be measured, so ensuring your baseline is accurate and appropriate is essential.
When setting your baseline, consider:
• How you will define your scope of activities.
• If your organization has access to the data required for the reporting framework.
• How you can structure your data so it can be easily compared to future activity.
• What date is the most appropriate to use (you will want to ensure your historical
work on carbon reduction initiatives is not discounted).

Best practices for making a commitment or pledge
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ESG reporting maturity has a way to go...
ESG Reporting Maturity Level

ESG Reporting Maturity Level

Very mature 6%

SURVEY FINDING

Most organizations feel
their ESG reporting is
“just getting started”

Mature 19%

Just getting started 43%

Somewhat mature 32%

/

Though 85% of respondents indicated that they have made, or are actively considering making, a
decarbonization pledge, the number of respondents who feel their ESG reporting process is mature
was much lower. In fact, most respondents indicated that they are “just getting started” or still early in
their ESG reporting journey.
This makes sense, given that 66% of respondents have not used ESG software before and 60% of
organizations surveyed are using spreadsheets for ESG reporting, which leads to enhanced risk and
productivity loss – especially for complex, global organizations that report to multiple frameworks.

Respondents who have used
or are currently using ESG Software

Used or Currently Using ESG Software

SURVEY FINDING

66% of respondents have
not used ESG software
before and 60% of
organizations surveyed
are using spreadsheets
for ESG reporting.
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ESG reporting maturity has a way to go...
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Data capture and accuracy is a key
ESG reporting challenge
In over a decade of supporting organizations on their decarbonization journey, we are constantly
reminded that ESG data capture and management present a challenge for many organizations, and the
survey responses emphasized this. The need for high-quality, verifiable, and consistent data isn’t going
away, and will become increasingly important to demonstrate progress.

SURVEY FINDING

Data capture and accuracy are the biggest challenges in their
ESG reporting (66%), closely followed by reporting to different
frameworks (52%), and traceability for auditing (40%).

Select Top 3 ESG Reporting Challenges
ESG Reporting Challenges
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/

Data capture and accuracy is a key ESG reporting challenge
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ESG data management best practices
Review data accessibility and evaluate options for automation.
The data needed for decarbonization is often scattered across various internal systems. Many of these
systems may be incompatible and do not ‘talk’ to each other. Or the utility suppliers might not have
systems and processes in place to share data. To ensure a complete and accurate ESG data foundation,
your team needs to determine how to source data on an ongoing basis.

Create a robust and
flexible data structure
Your data must be organized in a structured way
to support your decarbonization target. Consider
which types of data your organization needs to
capture and how the data should be tagged and
aggregated for reporting. Your ESG software
should support tagging of data at the account or
meter level, which can be aggregated to locations
and further aggregated to reporting groups.

Work with utility providers
Energy data informs decarbonization strategies
and sourcing interval meter data directly from
your utility provider is the gold standard. While
not all providers offer this, it is worth striving for
as the interval data quality is infinitely superior
to that derived from billing data. Request dataprovision clauses in procurement contracts so
the issue is addressed from the outset. When
this is not possible, explore sub-meter options.

ESG data management best practices

Create a single, trusted source
to store and share your data
Data is an increasingly valuable resource
for guiding business decisions, so it should
be made accessible to both internal and
external stakeholders. If this process is
outsourced, remember that this data poses
business risk in the same way as financial
data and the governance structure to
protect it should be similar.

Develop processes for data
management and ownership
Data-driven decision-making is only valuable if
the data is accurate, complete and up to date.
Effective data management requires dedicated
attention to detail, ownership and diligence. As
a first step, consider creating an accountability
matrix for data management and assigning
responsibilities to staff. This matrix should set out
a regular schedule to review data completeness
to catch errors in time to address them.
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Spreadsheets and dedicated
staff are carrying the load
7 Currently Employed Resources for ESG Reporting
(Select all that apply)

SURVEY FINDINGS

Currently Employed Resources for ESG Reporting
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Dedicated staff (67%)
and spreadsheets
(61%) are the top two
tactics employed by
organizations for ESG
reporting.
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Using spreadsheets to capture ESG data and manage the complex calculations required for Greenhouse
Gas accounting makes the job of ESG reporting more difficult than it needs to be. Managing
spreadsheets is time and labour intensive, and the fact that most data is entered via manual processes
can result in inaccurate and incomplete data that can not be easily audited.

Specialist software is best practice for ESG reporting
Key business functions require specialist software. Just as the Finance department uses specialized
accounting software, the ESG team should have access to the benefits offered by specialized ESG
reporting and performance management software.
Growing scrutiny on ESG metrics from the investment community makes this need even more pressing.

Finance

Operations

Human
Resources

Legal

Sales &
Marketing

Accounting
Software

ERP

People Mgt,
Health & Safety

Governance
Risk & Compliance

CRM & Marketing
Automation

Spreadsheets and dedicated staff are carrying the load

Sustainability
& ESG
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Part 2

Moving beyond reporting
Most of the world is committed to limiting global temperature rises to 1.5°C above pre-industrial
levels to see off the worst effects of climate change. The most held view is that this translates to
halving greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2030 and hitting net-zero emissions by 2050.
Public commitments and meeting ESG reporting commitments are only the first step reducing emissions is much more challenging. Delivering on decarbonization commitments
require a variety of strategies, stakeholders and systems - and a single system of record for energy
and sustainability data is critical to inform the journey.
In this section we unpack how our survey respondents are tackling the challenge to deliver emission
reduction outcomes to meet their public commitments.

Part 2: Moving beyond reporting
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We’re all in this together
In our survey group, 75% of respondents have a combined team who carry
the responsibility to both report on sustainability performance and to
activate performance improvement projects and tactics.
Are ESG reporting and ESG performance improvement strategies managed by the same team in your organization?

No 25%

Are ESG reporting and ESG
performance improvement
strategies managed by the same
team in your organization?
Yes 75%

Based on our own experience of over a decade operating in this sector, we see this as a significant
and exciting shift in the market and a key pillar in an organization’s strategy to deliver on the
decarbonization commitments they have made.
If you work within an organization where the tasks of ESG reporting and delivering performance
improvements are the responsibly of separate teams, consider these best practice approaches,
adopted by several of our sector-leading clients:

Best Practice for Aligning Reporting & Performance Improvement Teams

Ensure both teams are working with the same data from the same system, so everyone is on the
same page. Elevate the importance of reporting and performance improvement strategies within the
organization to senior level management to encourage participation and support. Set policies and
targets and systems of accountability to ensure both the reporting and performance improvement
teams are aligned, and consider internal reporting tools (e.g. KANBAN boards) to provide
transparency and drive accountability.

We’re all in this together
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The pathway to decarbonization
There’s no silver bullet for decarbonization and the nature of the business will also dictate the end
goal and the path taken. However, in our experience, organizations typically use a combination
of efficiency improvements, plant and equipment upgrades, renewable energy purchases or
production, and carbon offsets to negate unavoidable emissions.

According to the survey, 65% of ESG leaders
expect their software to go beyond reporting.

That means activities must all be underpinned by a robust sustainability performance management
platform to identify opportunities for performance improvement, measure and verify success of ESG
initiatives, and track how organizations are pacing towards their targets.

A typical emissions reduction glidepath

The pathway to decarbonization
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Energy demand management in
the pathway to decarbonization
Nearly 40 percent of global CO2 emissions
come from the built environment — with
28 percent resulting from buildings in
operation. According to United Nations
projections, carbon emissions from
buildings are expected to double by 2050
if action at scale doesn’t occur.

According to our survey, 80%
of respondents have cited
operational energy efficiency as
a key initiative in their net zero
journey in the next 1-2 years.

ESG initiatives to be implemented in 1-2 years
Initiatives to be Implemented in 1-2 Years
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In the past, organizations have struggled to scale building operational energy improvement efforts
for a variety of reasons. The most-cited reasons include organizational structures that fracture
ownership of energy performance across disparate stakeholders, a lack of goal alignment and
collaboration between landlords and occupiers, and legacy systems that make interoperability and
data consolidation challenging. In the following section we unpack best practices for implementing
operational efficiency programs.

Energy demand management in the pathway to decarbonization
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Operational energy efficiency
best practices
Set a mandate for energy efficiency
In order for any enterprise-wide Energy Management
program to be successful, it must be directly linked
to the organization’s emissions reduction targets
and a clear mandate for Energy Efficiency must be
communicated from the executive level.

Collect facility data
The energy intensity of your portfolio is heavily
influenced by the size, type, primary use and
operating characteristics of your facilities. It is
therefore important to capture facility information
at the time of implementing your Energy
Management Solution to contextualize all energyrelated data at the software layer and provide a
basis for performance analysis and comparison
over time. This information can also assist in
identifying energy data sources.

TIP
Targets should be set at the business
unit or functional level so that people
have an incentive to integrate energy
management into their daily operations.

DATA MAY INCLUDE:
Building location
Building type and primary use
Building floor area & number of levels
Building occupancy %
Building operating schedule(s)
Building occupancy schedule(s)
Building major load types e.g. HVAC,
refrigeration, lighting.
Number of Main Utility Meters
(Electricity, Gas, Water if relevant)

Operational energy efficiency best practices
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Operational energy
efficiency best practices
Identify your most important energy data sources & automate data collection
The mix of energy-related data sources available
across your portfolio to support Enterprise Energy
Management will vary depending on the type and size
of your facilities. These may include:
Utility Bills (sourced from energy retailers)
Utility Meters (data sourced from meter data agents)
Sub-meters (data sourced from site-based Energy or
Building Management Systems)
Solar PV (data sourced from site-based inverters or
cloud applications)
Weather Data (data sourced from local weather
stations or cloud-based weather data service providers)

Tip: It is essential that data is
transmitted from reliable sources
and remains complete and
accurate to ensure the ongoing
integrity of your Enterprise Energy
Management solution. Ensure you
have a robust process in place for
identifying erroneous account or
meter readings and notifying the
right people so that issues can be
quickly diagnosed and rectified.

In order for any Enterprise Energy Management solution to be scalable and efficient, all data from
energy sources, including weather data, utility billing data and meter data, should be automatically
transferred and captured.

Employ software & embed process to drive continuous improvement
It is ideal if your Energy Management Software
forms part of a broader Sustainability
Management Software platform given the
synergies in data types and the need to quantify
the impacts of sustainability initiatives.
Emissions reduction programs and action plans
can be recorded and tracked, including capital
costs, savings estimates, project timelines and
baseline data to provide transparency and
accountability.

Operational energy efficiency best practices

A formal business process and a robust
framework must be established to ensure
your Energy Management program remains
effective and sustainable over the longer term.
Your Operations Team should be responsible
for driving the process and engaging with all
key stakeholders to ensure the insights and
opportunities identified from your people and
Energy Management software are converted
into tangible energy, cost and emissions
reductions.
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Reducing emissions via
renewable energy procurement
Respondents planning to use onsite and/or offsite
renewables in the next 12-14 months.

Using On-site or Off-site Renewable?

SURVEY FINDING

53% of companies
plan to use renewables
in their journey to
decarbonization.

No 47%
Yes 53%

53% is lower than expected as renewable energy procurement is typically a low-cost/low-risk method to
reduce emissions. It’s also flexible, as renewable energy procurement can come in many forms, including:
/

• Onsite generation solar, wind, geothermal, etc.
• Purchasing green power from a utility
• Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)

• Capturing credit for grid supplied 		
renewable electricity
• Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs)

Renewable Energy Data Management Best Practices

Measuring the impact of renewable energy purchases is particularly complex, especially if a company
seeks to take a leading position and send a strong market signal by matching renewable energy to its
load profile, making it critical that a solid data foundation is in place.
The GHG Protocol provides Scope 2 guidance for companies that need a reliable system for accounting
for renewable electricity. Its market-based emissions method, introduced in 2015, allows firms to take
credit for their renewable electricity purchases while avoiding any under/over reporting. This method
instructs companies to apply a zero-emission factor to their renewable energy purchases and contract
specific emission factors for PPAs and RECs if they are available. It also empowers organizations to
take control of their own electricity fuel type mix and not have to rely on the grid average.
Onsite solar is a good option if your organization has the space and environmental conditions suitable
for the installation of an onsite solar PV system. Use solar monitoring software to analyze the energy
production, cost savings, and return on investment generated by solar PV. Such reports will help you
build the business case for further investment and track the true carbon reduction impact the project.

Reducing emissions via renewable energy procurement
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Offsets are the least common
tactic for decarbonization
Only 27% of respondents cite Carbon Offsets as a key
tactic in their decarbonization strategy.
Initiatives to be Implemented in 1-2 Years
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We’re pleased to see survey respondents giving priority first to reducing energy consumption as much
as possible, then generating green energy (or purchasing, where on-site generation is not adequate) and
matching demand with supply as much as possible, and only then offsetting what remains.
While offsets may appear as a good quick fix, the reduced effort may be a false savings. Offsets are
difficult to track over time as costs are unregulated and different standards in different countries make
their auditability difficult.

Carbon offset management best practice

The carbon offset market is a complex space that is expected to grow in the coming years. Companies
using carbon offsets to help meet their decarbonization commitments will need to demonstrate to
stakeholders and investors that their purchases continue to meet strict quality controls. Since carbon
offsets need to be managed and tracked over a long period and these records need to meet audit and
compliance standards, sustainability software can simplify the process. Envizi ensures all data captured is
linked back to the transaction, with robust audit trails for any changes subsequently made to that data.

Offsets are the least common tactic for decarbonization
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Conclusion
Reporting is only the first step - reducing emissions will be much more challenging. To achieve
decarbonization targets will require a variety of strategies, stakeholders and processes. ESG leaders
acknowledge that a dedicated system for ESG reporting, carbon accounting, and performance
management is critical to inform and accelerate the journey.

ESG and sustainability reporting software benefits

Having the right software in place will go a long way in the ESG reporting process. Specifically, Envizi’s
sustainability software enables you to capture and manage all emissions-related data, in a single
system of record. Envizi enables you not only to report against your commitment, but also to identify
and quantify emissions reduction opportunities in your portfolio. Once emission reductions have been
achieved, organizations can more accurately determine the quantity of emissions per scope that remain
for offsetting, and track offsets in the system.
With ESG and sustainability reporting software, you can automate collection of the data you need to
report on your organization’s performance and consolidate it into a single system of record, allowing
you to generate important insights and deliver results.

Report with confidence

Sustainability reporting software can help you produce financial grade reports by ensuring confidence
in the data and auditability at every step in the process, from collection at the source data through to
the production of reports.

Simplify audit and assurance

Sustainability software can enable you to easily share your organization’s data with auditors via a
single system that contains all supporting data, documentation, and audit trails in one place.

Focus on strategy

With dedicated sustainability software you can access a library of compliance and management
reporting templates, freeing up time so you can focus your efforts on delivering strategic outcomes.

Drive enterprise-wide engagement

With access to a shared, trusted source of information, you can make sustainability relevant across
diverse stakeholder groups by providing targeted insights, and empowering people to deliver
sustainability results in their business area.

Conclusion
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Want to learn how
Envizi can help
you tackle your
ESG targets?
REQUEST A DEMO

